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A NOVEL E-MAIL CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK FOR 

SUPPORTING  DECISION MAKERS IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

M.E. ElAlami *   A.F. Mahmoud*  F.A. Zahran*  

Abstract 

Rapid growth of the Internet has led to a proliferation of emails. 
Nowadays, it is common for an email user to receive tens or even hundreds 
of emails every day. To organize our emails so that they can be searched 
and maintained efficiently, we often group them into files. However, 
reading the emails one by one and filing them by hand is still a tedious 
process. Moreover, the problem is getting worse as the number of emails 
and folders keep increasing. Thus, the problem of automatic email 
classification is important and has gained much attention, especially in 
recent years. In this paper, we study the problem and focus on building a 
new proposed system used to classify emails automatically based on VCAD 
algorithm to help decision makers in educational institutions. 

Key Words:  

Email classification; Naive bayes; Support Vector Machines, k-nearest 
neighbor; Vector Cosine Angle Distance, Euclidean Distance . 

INTRODUCTION : 

1. Introduction 

In the brief review below, we group the previous works in email 
classification into three main categories, namely, TF–IDF, statistical and 
rule-based classifiers.  

In the TF–IDF approach (Salton (1991)), each email is mapped to a 
vector based on the term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency 
(IDF) of each keyword presents in the email collection. 

Classification is then done by algorithms such as k-means, k-nearest 
neighbour (k-NN) or support vector machines (SVM). Systems following 
this approach and using the k-means algorithm include MAILCAT (Segal 
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and Kephart, 1999) and the system of Manco et al.(2002). A variant of the 
k-NN algorithm, called IBPL1, has been used as one of the core learning 
algorithms in the MAGI system of Payne and Edwards (1997). 

A simple and yet powerful statistical method is the naive Bayes 
classifier. In this method, each class of emails is modeled as a probability 
distribution of keywords, again, based on keyword frequencies; and each 
email in a class is assumed to be generated by drawing words randomly and 
independently from that distribution. 

Classification is done by finding the class that maximizes the 
probability of generating the email in question. Such a classifier has been 
implemented in the IFILE system of Rennie (2000). Brutlag and Meek 
(2000) compared the performance of k-means, SVMs and naive Bayes 
classifier. They found that different datasets caused more variations in the 
classification accuracy than different classification algorithms. 

A simple and yet powerful statistical method is the naive Bayes 
classifier. In this method, each class of emails is modeled as a probability 
distribution of keywords, again, based on keyword frequencies; and each 
email in a class is assumed to be generated by drawing words randomly and 
independently from that distribution. 

Classification is done by finding the class that maximizes the 
probability of generating the email in question. Such a classifier has been 
implemented in the IFILE system of Rennie (2000). Brutlag and Meek 
(2000) compared the performance of k-means, SVMs and naive Bayes 
classifier. They found that different datasets caused more variations in the 
classification accuracy than different classification algorithms. 

In contrast to the two previous approaches which assign fractional 
values to keywords in the classifiers, rule-based approach resulted in 
classification rules that have discrete values (often zero one values) on 
keywords and appear to be more human-readable. The ISHMAIL system of 
Helfman and Isbell (1995) allows users to specify keywords or phrases to be 
included or excluded. However, constructing classification rules by hand is 
cognitively demanding and therefore the applications of various automatic 
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rule-learning algorithms have been investigated. These include the RIPPER 
algorithm of Cohen (1995) studied in Cohen (1996), the CN2 algorithm of 
Clark and Niblett (1989) studied in Payne and Edwards (1997), the ID3 
algorithm of Quinlan (1986) studied in Crawford et al. (2001) and the 
association rule algorithms investigated in Itskevitch (2001). Some of them 
are found to be quite competitive compared with the traditional TF–IDF-
based algorithms, see (Cohen, 1996; Payne and Edwards, 1997). 

2. Problem Formulation  

Many email classification approaches have been proposed, commonly 
used machine learning based techniques include artificial immune systems, 
support vector machines, neural networks, naive bayes , k-nearest neighbor, 
and case-based reasoning, etc. The main disadvantage of neural networks is 
that it requires considerable time for parameter selection and network 
training. 

Naive bayes is a feature based bayesian text classifier similar to the 
one described in Mooney et al. (1998), but extended to handle bag-valued 
features. The ability of this classifier to utilize the word counts in the bags 
of words in calculating its probability tables should give it an advantage in 
classification accuracy over ripper. 

The disadvantage of a bayesian classifier is difficulty of integration 
with existing mail reading software, because of the lack of a rule-based 
representation of the classification. 

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a simple technique to build 
classification models. However, it cannot perform classification well on 
large data sets because of high computational cost. This is because KNN is 
an instance-based classification method and it uses all of the training objects 
in classifying new objects. For data set with many classes, it requires a 
sufficient coverage of cases from all classes in the training data in order to 
produce accurate classification results. Therefore, such KNN models will be 
computationally and spatially expensive in classifying new data. Another 
problem is that when the number of classes is large, it becomes tricky to 
select the neighborhood parameter k. 
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 A decision tree classifier uses the 'divide and conquer' and greedy 
strategies to construct an appropriate tree from a given training data set. In 
dealing with large and complex data sets, decision tree techniques are 
widely used due to their high efficiency. 

 when there are large number of classes, the number of leaves 
become larger and will result in overlapping problem; the incorrect 
classification results will accumulate and be passed to deeper levels; it is 
difficult to design an optimal decision tree for classification (Yan,2010). 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new and effective classification 
method. Since the first paper presented by Vladimir et al. (1992), SVM has 
been widely used in many applications, such as handwritten digit 
recognition, face recognition, text classification, gene pattern classification 
etc. Margin is a key concept in SVM, which measures the separation of two 
classes. For linearly separable data, the key problem of linear SVM 
algorithms is to find a separation hyperplane that can lead to maximum 
margin. 

 In spite of many successes in various applications, SVM has some 
intrinsic disadvantages. First, the performance of classification algorithm is 
sensitive to the selection of the kernel function and its parameters, where 
different data sets will require diverse parameter settings to get good results. 
This is undesirable in real applications, since searching the best parameter is 
very difficult if not impossible, due to the high computational complexity of 
SVM. 

 Secondly, SVM classifiers usually work as a black box and it's hard 
for users to understand the internal details. This characteristic limits its 
applications to some critical areas, such as medical diagnosis, where the 
interpretable property is essential. Moreover, original SVM can only solve 
two-class classification problem. For multi-class data, many two-class SVM 
classifiers will need to be learned by pair wising combination or Directed 
Acyclic Graph (DAG) mode. 
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 Finally, for those data sets with mixed distribution of different class, 
SVM cannot find an appropriate hyper plane to separate the objects of 
different classes ( Yan, 2010 ). 

 In this paper I proposed a new email classification system based on 
Vector Cosine Angle Distance (VCAD) Extracted from Euclidean Distance . 

 The basic idea of VCAD Algorithm is to Measure the cosine angle 
between two vectors. If we consider two vectors X and Y where X = ( 
χ1,χ2,χ3,χ4..,χn ) and Y = ( γ1,γ2,γ3,....,γn ), then COS θθθθ  may be 
considered as the Cosine of the vector angle between X and Y in n 
dimension. Formally, we define VCAD as follows. 
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One important property of vector cosine angle is that it gives a metric 
of similarity between two vectors. Also VCAD (X,Y) ∈ . 

 

 

        

 

 

 

Fig. 1.Vector Cosine Angle Distance Definition. 

Some researchers used this method  to classify emails, but we use it in 
a different  way for building a new system to classify emails , and that 
system can achieve high accuracy, it is easy to use , with interactive user 
interface. These advantages make our system able to classify any email and 
save it in the right category folder.  
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3. Proposed System 

  Our novel e-mail classification program designed by c# language , 
applying VCAD Algorithm , and getting the high similarity between the 
proposed categories. In this section we will explain the main parts of our 
system and the characteristics for every part. 

3.1 Account information 

This part consists of many options. 

server : we choose the e-mail server we want    from three choices 
(yahoo mail , Gmail , and Hotmail). 

User name : write your user name in the text box.  

Password : write your password. 

SSL Connection : If it checked ,that means sending user name and 
password Encrypted to the server. 

Protocol : select any one of two protocols (POP3,IMAP4), responsible 
for getting the E-mails. 

Leave a copy of massages on server  : it isn't checked ,the emails in 
the  Server will be deleted(when we select the Delete button). 

Start button : when we click this button , we start loading the emails 
from the server to the system . 

Cancel button : when we click this button , we will stop loading the e-
mails. 

3.2 Train the system 

Load stopwords file : This is the first stage of training the system ,we 
select the text file contained stopwords, Then message appears to tell you 
that the process done . 

Load train files : This is the second stage of training the system ,we 
select folder contained text files included most of words in several 
categories. 
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3.3 The online part  

A list including loaded emails: Consists of from ,subject ,and the date . 

Classify E-mail button : when we click this button ,The system will 
Classify the selected e-mail,And show a message telles you the Percentage 
Of similarity ,and the e-mail's category . After this message , anthoer 
message appears , asked you if you want to save the e-mail  as HTML file or 
not . 

Delete button : We use this button to delete the selected e-mail from 
the list , then a confirm message appears .  

clear button : when we click this button ,The all loaded emails in the 
list will be deleted. 

3.4 The offline part (Test the system) 

Our proposed system investigated also the offline text files saved in 
the computer ,besides the online web pages . 

Browse button : After we loading stopwords ,and the train files ,we 
click the browse button to choose or create the folder that we want to save 
our testing file in the appropriate category folder . 

Classify button : We click this button to select the text file from the 
computer That we want to classify. Then amessage appears to tell you the 
appropriate Category, after this another message asked you if you want to 
save the text file in this category or not . 

3.5 The details part  

This part consists of three parts ( Train words, Train vectors, and Test 
vectors ). 

Train words : After loading stopwords and train files ,This column will 
include all words saved in all categories . 

The algorithm that get train words  

Step1: Remove stopwords 

Step2:Get unique words in all text files (categories). 
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Step3: Convert these words into lower case. 

Step4: Arrange them ascending. 

Train vectors : This column consists of the vectors of all categories .  

The algorithm that get train vectors  

K= 1 

For Each category from K to N 

For Each word in unique words 

Check if it exist in category k, set 1  Else set 0 

Test vectors : After training the files ,We testing the system by 
pressing Classify e-mail button (online) ,or classify button (offline) ,Then 
the program show the test vector . 

The algorithm that get test vectors 

Step1: Remove stopwords 

Step2: Get unique words in the test file 

Step3:For Each word in training unique words 

If the word exists in the test file, set 1  Else set 0 

3.6 Final Results part :- 

In this part the system measuring the similarity for all Categories, And 
tell us the category with the high similarity . 

 If we have an e-mail or a test file that we want to classify , And the 
system can't defined them , The system show a message explain this , After 
this the system show another message to ask you, If you want to save this 
file or not ,If you click Yes The program will build a new category called 
unknown and save the file in it. 

3.7 The algorithm for testing emails  

Step 1: Tokenize the text according to given delimiter 

Step 2: Remove stop words 

Step 3: Get unique words 

Step 4: Generate a test vector 
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Step 5: For each training vector , Do 

           - Measure the similarity with test vector 

Step 6: Retrain the maximum similarity 

4. Application and Results 

In this part we will show an example that indicated our system, we 
used a bout Thirteen emails as a testing emails ,and we also used Thirteen 
categories as training data files , then we will calculate the similarity for 
emails and explain the difference between them . 

4.1 Manual Classification 

Before doing automatic classification, we should introduce Manual 
Classification as a validation to automatic classification. 

Table 1: Manual Classification for emails 
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4.2 System Implementation  

To apply this example an get the results , we run the system, choose 
the server, write user name and password, click start button; to load the 
emails, click load sotpwords button; to load stopwords text file, click load 
train files; to load the folder that contains text files categories (the train 
words column will fill with all unique words arranged ascending and the 
train vector column will contain vectors for all categories)  , click browse 
button; to chose or create the folder contained classified emails, click 
classify email button; to classify the selected email with the high similarity 
(the text vector column will contain the vector for the email we want to 
classify) . 

 
Fig. 2. The main screen of The E-mail classification system. 

 
Fig. 3. The similarity message for email 3 
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Fig. 4. Confirm message for saving the email. 

 
Fig. 5. The frame of final results in the system. 

Fig.3 show the similarity message for email 3 as an example, and the 
system classify it in music category and show the other similarities in the 
frame of final results(Art Education with 1.71%, Computer with 0%, 
cultivation with 0%, Educational and psychological with 3.22%, 
Engineering with 2.1%, Home economics with 0%, Medicine with 0%, 
Policy with 0%, Press and Media with 2.93%, Religious with 0%, Romance 
with 0%, sport with 0%) show in fig.5. 

4.3 Automatic Classification by the proposed system  

we measured the similarity between Emails and Categories, And show 
the results. 

Table 2: Measuring the similarity percent between 4 Emails and 4 Categories. 
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As we can see in table 1 that E-mail 1 classified in Computer Category 
,and table 2 confirmed that, The high similarity 11.83 %  related to the 
Computer Category. This percent means that ;after removing stopwords ,the 
percent of the unique words for E-mail1 to words in computer category is 
11.83 %,in Press and Media is 1.96 %  ,And there is any words in this E-
mail related to Art Education or Music Education) .Also in E-mail 2 The 
high similarity 4.59 %  related to the Art Education Category, in E-mail 3 
The high similarity 47.43 %  related to the music Education Category, and 
in E-mail 4 The high similarity 8.89 %  related to the Press and Media 
Category. 

In table 3 ,we mentioned E-mail1,2,3,and E-mail 4 with 8 categories, 
the similarity for E-mail1 and E-mail 3 quite changed, when we compared it 
by table 2 ,but not changed in E-mail 2 and E-mail 4 . That means ; when 
we increasing the categories the similarity may be changing . 

Table 3: Measuring the similarity percent between 8 Emails and 8 Categories. 

 

In table 4,we note that the similarity for E-mail 1 to E-mail8 quite 
fixed ,If we compare it with table 3,Except E-mail 1 and E-mail 5 the 
similarity changed in Educational and psychological category . also, If we 
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compared table 3 with table 1 ,We will found that all Emails have the 
corrected classification with the corrected categories ,Except E-mail 11 
gives high similarity to Educational and psychological category ,but the 
corrected category should be Romance category. 

Table 4: Measuring the similarity Percent between 13 Emails and 13 Categories. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The similarity percent between  Emails and Categories. 
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4.4 Classification accuracy for our proposed system  

 

This means that our proposed system can classify Emails or text files 
saved in the computer with satisfied results. 

5. Conclusion  

In this research I tried to present the most common methods that 
classify Emails and its  characteristics and disadvantages . 

On the other hand this research took a new way for classifying Emails. 
I proposed a novel E-mail Classification algorithm based on Vector Cosine 
Angle Distance (VCAD) Extracted from Euclidean Distance . And this 
algorithm helped us to build our system. 

We focused on building a new system for classifying Emails. After 
applying this system the results show that our novel proposed system can 
classify any Emails, and any text files  saved in the computer. This means 
that our system can deal with online and offline files . 

The results show also that our system achieves high percentage for 
classification, And this made all the users (Decision Makers) feel satisfied 
with the proposed system. 
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  إطار عمل جديد لتصنيف رسائل البريد الإلكتروني 
  لدعم متخذي القرار في المؤسسات التعليمية
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